Blackout Poetry—or Caviardage
Which of us has never tried, in their life, to experiment with words and little poems to express feelings and emotions that could not
otherwise be expressed? Sometimes this is a tricky process though, as the blank page looks scary and daunting, often making us giving
up. Black out poetry can help to overcome this obstacle and free ourselves from inhibitions. The world is full of hidden poetry that awaits to
be discovered. Blackout poetry (also known as Caviardage) is a creative method of deep personal exploration through a process of creation
(or unveiling) of a visual and poetical message.

MATERIAL NEEDED:

A random Page from an old book ready to go into recycling


A pencil



A black marker or white paint



Several media of your choice (coloured pencils, crayons, watercolours or paint, pastels…)

The process:
1. Skimmed through the text of your randomly chosen page, without worrying about
the meaning of the words or the narrative in the page. Some words will ‘call
you’...you will be attracted by them. don’t ask yourself why just underline or circled
them with the pencil and get to the end of the page. Don’t use too many to start with
at least, 5-10 words are more than enough. When you finish reading and circling your
chosen words, check them again and see if there is any that you prefer to discard. It
might feel a bit awkward for the first couple of times, but it will become more and
more natural and effective as you keep practising.
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2. Try to put the words together in a meaningful sentence, a poetic composition. Read it aloud and
readjust it with connective words if needed. You can also change the order in which they are on the
page. When you have decided which words to keep and defined a first draft of your poem, cover the rest
of the text on the page (’blacking it out’), either with your black marker or with the white paint. If you
choose the latter, you will be able to paint and draw over the white background once the paint is dry. You
can also decide to underline or circle the words chosen with pencils or pens and avoid blacking out the
rest of the text. You can cover it later with your drawing.
3. Review your selected words and decide if you are happy with your poem. Try to make simple short poems to begin with, just to
familiarise yourself with the process. You can get more complicated as you learn. You can also decide to decorate a page with 3D
means: maybe sticking beads, pieces of material or even sewing on it...or anything else your imagination suggests. Your decoration can
be in some way related to your poem or can just be an embellishment. You can rewrite your whole poem on the side of the page to
complete your work.

...start again with a new page and explore new combinations...

